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Abstract. It is well known that for any “well behaved” space function L(n) 2 log n if 
DSPACE( L( n)) = NSPACE( L( n)) then also DSPACE( H( n)) = NSPACE( H( n)) for all “well- 
behaved” functions H(n) 2 L(n). The aim of this paper is to show that also if DSPACE(log 
log n) = NSPACE(log fog n) then L = NL (i.e. DSPACE( log n) = NSPACE( log n)). 
It is a well-known fact proved by Savitch [6] (see also [4]) that for any “well- 
behaved” space function L(n) 2 log n if DSPACE( L( n)) = lVSPACE( L( n)) then 
also DSPACE( H( n)) = NSPACE( H( n)) for a!1 “well-behaved” functions f$( n) > 
L(n). The class of “well-behaved” functions contains all common q~:? fllqctions, 
in particular all polynomials in log n, n and cn. For example, if L = AU, then 
DSf”CE(n)= NSPACE(n), where L and NL denote DSPACE(log n) and 
NspACE(log n), respectively. The aim of this paper is to go one step backward 
and show also that if DSPACE (log log n) = NSPACE(log log n) then L = AL 
Moreover, we show that there exists a language H accepted by a nondeterministic 
Turing machine in log log rr space such that L = NL iff H is accepted by some 
deterministic Turing machine in log log n space. 
Kannan [2] proved that there exists a log log n space beunded nondeterministic 
Turing machine which cannot be simulated, in some strong sense, by any log log n 
space bounded deterministic Turing machine, However, it is unknown whether 
DSPACE (log log n) = NSPACE (log log n). 
In this paper we use the strong mode of space complexity, i.e. we assume that all 
computation paths on every input satisfy the space bound. It may happen that a 
computation path does not stop, but the bound has to be satisfied. Sipser [7] showed 
that in this case we may assume that the deterministic Turing machines c,top on all 
inputs. Our result remains valid if we also assume that for nondeterministic Turing 
machines, all paths on every input stop. In [4,6] the weak mode is used, where for 
each accepted input at least one acbepting computation path satisfies the space 
bound. This does not make any difference if the space bound functicn is fully space 
constructable (for example log n), but it makes a difference for L(n) space bounded 
deterministic Turing machines if log log n G L(n) < log n (see ihe remarks after 
Lemma 1). 
To prove our result we need the follo.Gng nu ber theoretical. 
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Lemma 1. Let m be the least common multiple of all numbers j< k. Then: 
( ) a m= 
all primes p 
psk 
(b) c: S m S c: for some ctrnstants cl, c2 > 1; 
(c) if 1 is an arbitrary common multiple of all j s k then 12 c:; 
(~0 !fj = min{ i 1 i does not divide k), then j = c 4og k for some constant c. 
Proof. (a) Follows immediately from [5, Theorem 1 .8(ii)]. 
(b) It is obvious that for all p s k, 
PSP lh,kJ < k < p b’gpkl +I_ 
Note also that &=~p”~~~~‘, since otherwise =Eapl’ogfkl ap, hence pl’ogpkl+‘d k, 
a contradiction. 
So, we have 
k T(k)/2 = n &Cm< n k=krrtk), 
all primes p all primes p 
psk psk 
where I denotes the number of all primes not greater than k. (b) follows from 
these inequalities and from CebySev’s (Tchebychev’s) theorem [5, Theorem 3.11 that 
c k 
’ log k 
-c v(k)< +& 
for some positive constants C,, C,. (c) follows immediately from (b). 
(d) If j = min{ i i i does not divide k} then k is a common multiple of all i <j and 
by (c), kzc’l. 0 
From (d) it follows that for every pair of natural numbers 1, m, 1 Z m there exists 
a number j < c log]1 - ml such that 1- m # O(mod j), so l# m(mod j). This fact was 
used by Freivalds [l] to prove that the language E = {a’b” 11 ts m} can be accepted 
in the weak mode by a one-way nondeterministic Turing machine in log log n space. 
The Turing machine guesses uch a number j that 1 Z m (mod j). But E can be also 
accepted in log log n space by the two-way deterministic Turing machine which 
instead of guessing j tries one by one all successive natural numbers up to the 
moment it finds a suitable one. This Turing machine accepts E in the weak mode, 
bum: not in the strong, since it possibly u.ses too much space if an input is not in E. 
On the other hand Lewis et al. [3] proved that the language {ambm 1 m E IV} cannot 
be accepted by any strongly L(n) spxe bounded deterministic Turing machine if 
lim inf(L( n)/log n) = 0, so by [7] also E = {a’b’” 1 I # m) cannot be accepted by any 
deterministic Turing machine with less than log n space. Hence, it makes a difference 
which of the two modes of space complexity is used for L(n)-space bounded 
deterministic Turing machines if log log n s k h) < log n. From now on we use only 
the strong mode of the space complexity. 
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Now we prove our main result. 
Theorem 2. IfDSPACE(log log n) = NSPACE(log log n), then L= AK. 
Proof. Let G be an arbitrary language over an alphabet C and b ,Z 2. Consider the 
language 
F(G) = {xb” Ix E G and w! is a common multiple of all is 1x1). 
First we show that if G is accepted by a deterministic or nondeterministic Turing 
machine in log n space then F(G) is accepted by a deterministic or nondeterministic 
(respectively) Turing machine in log log n space. Suppose that M is a Turing machine _ - 
axepting G. The Turing machine M’ accepting F(G) first checks if an input is of 
the form xb” and m is a common multiple of all is 1x1. To do the latter it finds 
j = min{ i I i does not divide m}, and compares if j > 1x1. Next M’ simulates M on 
x. M’ uses no more space than log j in the first phase and log 1x1 to simulate M. By 
Lemma 1, j is not greater than c log m, and M is simulated on x only if j > 1x1. So, 
M’ accepts F(G) in log log n space. 
Now we show that for the deterministic Turing machines the opposite also holds, 
i.e. if F( G) is in DSPACE(log log n) then G is in L. Suppose that M is a deterministic 
Turing machine which accepts in log log n space the language F(G) for some G. 
We show that there exists a deterministic Turing machine M, which accepts G in 
log n space, If a word x E C* is presented to MG, it simulates M working on the 
word xbm, where m is the least common multiple of all j c !xl. We denote this word 
by F(x). Note that F(x) E F(G) iff x E G. We shall show that MG accepts x iff M 
accepts F(x). 
From Lemma 1 it follows that IF(x)1 G c!J’ for some constant c3, so the space 
used by M on F(x) is not greater than log loglF(x)l< c4 loglxl for another constant 
c,. Let CM denote the set of all possible internal configurations of M on F(x), 
where internal configuration is a combination of state of the finite control, contents 
of the work tape and the position of the work tape head. It is obvious that MG can 
keep the internal configuration of M in the memory, The number of internal 
configurations: I C, I s s c4 loglx] 2 cJogi-ri < xl’5 for some constant c5, I where s and I 
denote the numbers of states of finite control and symbols of work tape, respectively. 
While (the input head of) M is on x, MG simply acts like M using c4 loglxl space. 
If M enters the b” sector, then MG computes the internal configuration of M just 
after leaving b” or detects that M stops in b’” (by [7] we may assume that M either 
stops or leaves bfn). As we whall show later, MG does not need to simulate more 
than the first Ixl”s and the last 2 (xIZr, steps of M in b”‘. 
Now we show how M, simulates M when it enters the b”’ sector starting from 
X. The case when M enters b” from the other end can be simulated analogously. 
Let e, and d, denote the internal configuration and the distance from .~ after t steps 
of M in b”. Since M is deterministic, the internal configuration e, an1 the lnove 
d, - d,_, are determinated by e,_, , provided that after f - 1 steps 
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Moreover, for x long enough, m is much greater than ICM I7 the number of possible 
internal configurations, because 1CM 1 s Ixl’s and m a c’;“. Short inputs can be accep- 
ted separately. So, there are two possibilities: 
(a) after no more than IxI*‘~ steps M comes back to x’ or stops; 
(b) there are two positive integers q, Y such that eq = es+,, d4 < d4+r < I+, and 
q -I- r s Ixl’5. In this case the internal configuration of M loops and after each loop 
M is farther from X, and it reaches the second end of 6” after some steps. 
At the beginning MG simulates the first 1~1~‘~ steps of M in b”, decides which ot 
the two casses takes place and computes the following: the internal configuration 
after returning or stopping in the first case, or the numbers q, r, d4 and d4+r - d4, 
and the configuration e4 in the second case. After simulating the tth step of M, MG 
checks if e, is equal to some ej with j 4 t. To do this M, remembers t and e,, and 
reruns the simulation of M from the moment t = 0. Note that during the first Ixl”s 
steps t, d, s 1x1” 59 so A& can keep the current values of t, si, and e,. 
Now we show how in the second case MG computes the internal configuration 
of M after reaching the far end of b”. First l& computes m(mod d), where 
d =dq+/-- dy is the distance made by M during one loop. 
Since 
m= n p l~ogpI~lJ, 
all primes p 
/Is 1.x( 
we have 
m(mod d) = n pl“‘s~l”ll(mod d)
all primes p 
pGI.rl 
MG puts 1 on a counter modulo d and then one by one: 
- finds pi, the ith prime number not greater than IX]; 
- computes of such that if c 1x1 <pf”, note that z = LZ~g,,lxl] ; 
- computes pf(mod d); 
- and multiplies the contents of tie counter by pr(mod d). 
Next MG computes z = (m(mod d) - dy - r)(mod d), where r is the number of 
steps during one loop, and stands at the uth 6 with u = m - r-z. Note that u = 
d,(mod d), so, there is a moment, say u, that M visits the uth b with the configuration 
et,. Since u < m - r_ M does not leave 6” before u. Now MG simulates steps of M 
from the moment v, i.e. from the uth b and the internal configuration e, = ey, up 
to the moment it leaves 6”’ for the first time. During the simulation MG keeps in 
its memory the distance between current position of M and the far end of b”‘. At 
the moment v, this distance is equal to r+ z which is not greater than 2r s Z!lxJ+. 
Suppose now that DSPACE( log log n) = NSPACE(log log n) and G is a language 
accepted by a nondeterministic Turing machine in log tl space. Then F( G) is in 
lWWACE(log log n) and so in DSPACE(lcg log n), and there is a deterministic 
Turing machine accepting F(G) in log log space. From the discussion above it 
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follows that there is also a deterministic Turing machine which accepts C in log n 
space, so L- AL Hence, we have shown that if DSPACE(logIog PI)= 
.NSPACE(log log n) then k = AK 
Note that if G is complete for AK, then If = F(G) is accepted by a nondeterminis- 
tic Turing machine in log log n space and L = IVL iff H is xcepted by some 
deterministic Turing machine in log log n space. 
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